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Abstract 

Unidirectional hybridization between bluegill (Lepomis macrochirus) and 

pumpkinseed (L. gibbosus) sunfish enables researchers to explore the relative expression 

of paternal and maternal alleles in hybrids. Past studies have found that the metabolic 

dysfunction in bluegill-pumpkinseed hybrids may be due to incompatibilities between 

nuclear and mitochondrial genomes. However, the consequences of hybridization on 

body size and muscle growth have not been examined. This topic is particularly 

interesting because hybrids grow larger than parentals despite the fact that they are often 

sired by smaller, precociously mature bluegills. In order to improve our understanding of 

growth dynamics in hybrid sunfish, I conducted real-time quantitative PCR using species-

specific primers on the white muscle tissue of bluegills, pumpkinseeds, and hybrids 

collected from Lake Opinicon, ON. Five growth factors that have been linked to muscle 

growth and body size demonstrated similar expression for maternal and paternal alleles. 

While about half of the hybrids showed the same pattern with myogenin, about half 

showed very low levels of mRNA for the paternal (bluegill) gene. While this did not 

explain the heterosis seen in hybrids, it may explain the small body phenotype of the 

cuckholding bluegill males. I explored the upstream genetic structure of bluegill 

myogenin and established that four alleles exist within the population. Furthermore, I 

uncovered a relationship in hybrids between the proximal promoter/ 5’ UTR of myogenin 

and its transcript level. I found that the hybrids demonstrating low paternal myogenin 

expression unfailingly possessed A3 or A4 alleles, but future studies will be needed to 

reveal the molecular links between the genotype and the growth phenotype. A similar 

genotype-phenotype association was not obvious in parentals, even those that were 
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homozygous for these alleles. Whether this relationship can provide insight into the 

genetic determinants of bluegill alternative mating strategies has yet to be determined. 
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Chapter 1 Introduction 

1.1 Overview 

Organisms are inherently limited by trade-offs between competing physiological 

needs. The balance between body size and reproduction is particularly important as it 

relates strongly to an animal’s fitness and life history pattern (Roff, 1983). It stands to 

reason that the amount of resources at an organism’s disposal influences its fitness, while 

the relative distribution of these resources in space and time defines an organism’s life 

history. Alternative reproductive strategies (ARS) in bluegill sunfish (Lepomis 

macrochirus) create groups of individuals within a species that differ in their approach 

towards resource allocation. The variations in the relationship between body size and life 

history strategy, in combination with the propensity to hybridize, is an intriguing 

framework for exploring life history trade-offs in animals.  

My research design is based upon the unidirectional mating pattern that occurs 

between bluegill and pumpkinseed (L. gibbosus) sunfish, which results in hybrids (HY) 

of male bluegill (BG) and female pumpkinseed (PS) origin. Slight differences in the 

genetic sequences between BG and PS alleles enabled me to isolate the species-specific 

(i.e. parent-specific) expression patterns in HY. Relative expression levels between BG 

and PS alleles were determined for several genes that influence muscle development and 

body growth in fish. One out of the six growth factors, myogenin demonstrated a unique 

expression pattern that inspired further exploration in its genomic nuances and potential 

relationship with reproductive behaviours. My thesis examines depressed expression of a 

growth factor in HY bluegill-pumpkinseed sunfish, the genetic basis for this 

phenomenon, and its possible association with life history strategy. 
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1.2 Muscle Physiology 

The majority of an animal’s mass is comprised of muscle, therefore, 

understanding the evolution and development of muscle is central to any question 

involving body mass and its determinants. Muscles in fish have a number of features that 

make it well suited to study the evolution, development, and physiology of the muscle 

phenotype. Muscle fibre production accounts for nearly two thirds of protein synthetic 

activity in fish (Mommsen, 2001), which speaks further to the importance of muscle 

growth in the study of fish body mass. To better understand what makes fish an intriguing 

model for studying muscle, I will begin by talking more generally about the muscle 

phenotype of vertebrates.  

Vertebrate skeletal muscles are distinguished based upon their contractile and 

metabolic properties. Muscles specialized for long duration locomotor activity typically 

possess high concentrations of myoglobin and abundant mitochondria to provide ATP at 

slow but sustainable rates of oxidative metabolism, coupled with myosin heavy chain 

isoforms that are slow but efficient in converting chemical to mechanical energy. Those 

specialized for high-intensity activity are typically larger fibres with fewer mitochondria 

and less myoglobin, with myosin heavy chains specialized for high ATPase catalytic 

rates and lower mechanical efficiency. The typical vertebrate skeletal tissue is composed 

of a mixture of fibre types, enabling the muscle to activate different subsets of myofibres 

depending upon force and frequency demands. Fish are unusual in that most of the 

locomotor muscle is nearly pure in fibre type profile, leading to a more descriptive 

terminology of red and white muscle.  
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1.2.1 Fish White Muscle 

The majority of fish myotome is composed of white muscle fibres used for high 

power, anaerobic movements. In salmon, for instance, the amount of white muscle fibres 

per cross-sectional area increases 100 times in adults compared to fry (Johnston, 1999). 

Thus, any study on body mass in fish should focus on this tissue. Maintaining a high 

proportion of white muscle compared to red muscle is important for escape behaviours 

from predators and explosive movements for catching prey. Recruitment of red and white 

muscle fibres occurs simultaneously during the initiation of the fast escape movement in 

BG sunfish. However, since the amount of red muscle in fish accounts for less than 2% of 

the total body mass, the force produced by red muscle is negligible in the presence of 

white muscle (Jayne & Lauder, 1993). Nonetheless, red muscle is essential for swimming 

at lower speeds, where efficiency is more important than maximal force generation.  

1.2.2 Fish Muscle Growth 

Muscle growth is accomplished through a combination of hyperplasia 

(proliferation of cells) and hypertrophy (growth of cells). The cross-section of adult fish 

contains a wide range of fibre sizes, which reflects the balance between muscle fibre 

types. The mosaic of muscle fibre seen in fish is determined by several factors, including 

exercise, feeding, growth rate, and temperature (Johnston, 1999; Johnston, 2006; Higgins 

& Thorpe, 1990; Brett et al., 1969). Hyperplasia and hypertrophy are separate processes 

that are regulated by slightly different control mechanisms. For instance, shearing and 

rebuilding of muscle through exercise is known to be a stimulus for hypertrophy but not 

hyperplasia (Johnston, 1999), whereas growth hormones appear to stimulate the opposite 

pattern (Pitkanen et al., 2000; Mommsen, 2001; Rowlerson & Veggetti, 2001). There is 
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contradictory research on the relative proportion of hyperplasia and hypertrophy that 

occurs in adult fish. Although some studies suggest that myocyte accumulation decreases 

as the fish ages (Alfei et al., 1993), others demonstrate that hyperplasia can contribute for 

more than 50% of adult muscle growth (Pitkänen et al., 2001). Overall, the relative 

contribution of hyperplasia and hypertrophy to body growth varies throughout ontogeny. 

1.2.3 Indeterminate Growth 

Most fish exhibit indeterminate growth, meaning that their body size increases 

constantly until mortality or senescence occurs. This is a characteristic that is also seen in 

many plants, fungi, amphibians, and reptiles. During development, surplus resources may 

be used for either growth or energy storage. Since growth is a lifelong process in animals 

that demonstrate indeterminate growth, there is greater complexity in their decisions for 

resource distribution. According to Post & Parkinson (2001), opting towards a growth 

maximization strategy provides a 5% increase in net survival in small trout. This is likely 

because additional muscle increases swimming speed and improves the animal’s ability 

to avoid predation.  

Inevitably, there is a point of diminishing return with increasing muscle 

development. Beyond an animal’s optimal size, further body growth may impede the 

animal’s swimming capacity and limit its ability to avoid predation. Engaging in energy 

storage maximization, rather than growth, results in a 7% survival advantage for larger 

trout (Post & Parkinson, 2001). Similarly, Atlantic silverside (Menidia menidia) 

demonstrate a trade-off between rapid growth and swimming performance (Billerbeck et 

al., 2001). These findings extend further to suggest that fast growing populations are also 

more vulnerable to predation (Lankford et al., 2001). Evidently, there is variability within 
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individuals in regards to their method of resource allocation towards body growth. My 

thesis addresses the physiological mechanisms behind this variation by examining the 

expression of myogenic and growth regulatory factors in hybrid sunfish. My research 

targets growth factors as part of mechanisms to explain unusual growth patterns seen 

with sunfish as a result of unusual life history strategies, and the hybridizations that 

result. Thus, analysis of muscle growth factors may provide insight into the unusual 

phenotypes seen in sunfish and enhance our understanding of their growth dynamics. In 

the next section, I consider the role of several critical growth factors, focusing on those 

that I was able to study. 

1.3 Transcriptional Regulators of Myogenesis 

Many aspects of the synthesis of muscle cells are similar in both early 

development (embryogenesis) and myogenesis that occurs in adult animals (Fig. 1). The 

first step is the commitment of the muscle precursor cell to a muscle fate. This 

commitment is triggered by the activity of the Pax gene family (Tajbakhsh et al., 1997). 

Transition to each subsequent stage is then guided by the Six gene family. After the initial 

determination, skeletal myogenesis can be separated into two stages – (1) formation of 

myoblasts, and (2) differentiation of myoblasts into myotubes. These later steps in 

myogenesis are regulated by myogenic regulatory factors (MRFs). 

The Pax gene family of transcriptional regulators has nine members in mammals, 

and each has a role in development by specifying certain tissues. A myogenic fate is 

under the control of group 3 Pax proteins, specifically Pax3 and Pax7 (Relaix et al., 

2005) In mammals, Pax3 plays a role in the early development of muscle, whereas Pax7 

plays a role in maintaining the myogenic stem cells (satellite cells) that participate in 
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muscle growth and repair (Fig. 1). In fish, Pax3 and Pax7 are present throughout all 

stages of development. It is this post-natal expression of Pax7 that permits the 

indeterminate growth of muscle seen in fish (Froehlich et al., 2013).  

The Six proteins are a family of transcription factors that include Six1 to Six6. 

They mediate the development of several facial structures, including the eyes and nose, in 

addition to the kidney, gonads, and muscle tissue. Six1 and Six4 are expressed throughout 

myogenesis, enabling them to act on a temporally diverse set of target genes (Fig. 1). 

Expression of Pax3 and most MRFs largely depend on their interactions with Six1 and 

Six4. By association, one third of the genes that are activated during myoblast 

differentiation depend on Six1 (Grifone et al., 2005). Further, Six4 and MyoD act in 

synergy to activate myogenin transcription in the presence of MEF2 (Spitz et al., 1998). 

Consequently, down-regulation of Six significantly impairs both myoblast differentiation 

and fusion (Grifone et al., 2005). 

1.3.1 MyoD Family 

Committed satellite cells become myoblasts as they descend into the myogenic 

lineage. The MyoD family, consisting of MyoD and Myf5, is involved in the 

determination and proliferation of these myoblasts (Fig. 1). Their overlapping roles are 

apparent when one transcription factor compensates for the other (Sumariwalla & Klein, 

2001). Myf5 knock-out mice demonstrate a delay in the onset of myogenesis, which then 

proceeds normally at the start of MyoD expression (Braun et al., 1992). This indicates 

that there is at least partial functional redundancy between Myf5 and MyoD. 

Despite their similarities, Myf5 also has a unique role and expression pattern that 

separates itself from MyoD. Myf5 is the first MRF to be expressed during vertebrate 
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myogenesis and the earliest marker of cell commitment to the myogenic lineage. There 

are many enhancer elements in the Myf5 promoter, which allows for specificity in the 

regulation of its gene expression. Myf5 begins its expression in the presomitic mesoderm 

at 7.5 hours post-fertilization and continues up until 24 hours post fertilization in 

Drosophila (Chen et al., 2001). This expression pattern is conserved amongst a wide 

range of vertebrate species (Chen et al., 2001). During postnatal growth, Myf5 expression 

is more variable as it depends on the individual organism’s need for muscle development 

and maintenance. Over-expression of Myf5 during the adult stage results in increased 

myogenesis, predominantly through hypertrophy (Guo et al., 2008).  

When myoblasts accumulate to the point where they can recognize surrounding 

muscle cells, they adhere to each other and fuse, creating multinucleated myocytes. 

Along with Myf5, MyoD regulates the transition between myocyte proliferation and 

terminal differentiation. More specifically, MyoD inhibits myocyte formation while 

initiating the preparatory phase of myofibre differentiation. MyoD demonstrates the most 

widespread expression patterns of the four families of MRFs and appears to be important 

in all stages of myogenesis (Johnston et al., 2011; Watabe, 1999). Although MyoD plays 

a more general role in regulating myogenesis than other MRFs, it is important as it 

ensures seamless transition from one stage to the next (Yablonka-Reuveni et al., 1999).  

MyoD is unique in the MRF family in that several fish lineages possess MyoD 

paralogs. Macqueen & Johnston (2008) argue that the teleost-specific genome duplication 

endowed this lineage with MyoD paralogs (MyoD1 and MyoD2). In some lineages, such 

as zebrafish, one paralog was lost, but in other lineages, further gene and genome 

duplications lead to additional paralogs. For example, salmon possess 3 paralogs of 
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myoD1: myoD1a, myoD1b, and myoD1c (Macqueen & Johnston, 2008). There is 

evidence of subfunctionalization in MyoD1 and MyoD2, such that MyoD1 has retained 

more of its original role as a myogenic regulatory factor. MyoD1 predominates through 

somitogenesis and is displayed equally between slow and fast muscle fibres (Anderson et 

al., 2009). Furthermore, MyoD1 displays symmetrical left-right expression in white 

muscle precursors, whereas MyoD2 demonstrates an asymmetrical expression pattern 

(Andersen et al., 2009). Why MyoD specifically appears to retain paralogs in multiple 

lineages is not clear, nor is it well understood the extent to which this accounts for the 

diversity in skeletal muscle phenotypes in fish.  
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Figure 1. Expression of transcription factors during myogenesis. 

The chronological order of MRF expression from the embryonic progenitor cells to the 
fully differentiated, mature myofibres. Myf5 and MyoD (yellow) signal the beginning of 
myoblast proliferation, whereas myogenin (MyoG) and Mrf4 (red) initiate the terminal 
differentiation stage (Bentzinger, 2012). 

1.3.2 Myogenin Family 

Terminal differentiation, the second stage of myogenesis, is a highly ordered 

process that involves fusion of myocytes to form myofibres (Fig. 1). It is governed by the 

remaining two MRFs: myogenin and Mrf4. Muscle-specific genes are turned on during 

differentiation for muscle cells to become fully functional myofibres (Frankel & Wilson, 

1984; Hasty et al., 1993; Venuti et al., 1995). For instance, mature muscle cells must 
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acquire alpha-actin and myosin II for contractile properties as well as neurotransmitter 

receptor subunits for neurogenic stimulation. 

Myogenin plays a critical role in this stage as its expression initiates all of the 

steps that follow (Venuti et al., 1995). In the formation of muscle cells, individual 

myoblasts may show an asynchronous commitment to differentiation. Each individual 

myoblast appears to follow a strict program: myogenin expression, cell cycle arrest, 

phenotypic differentiation, and finally, cell fusion (Andres & Walsh, 1996). Myogenin 

knock-out mice show reduced myosin and Mrf4 proteins, while MyoD levels remain 

normal (Hasty et al., 1993). Thus, myogenin works downstream of MyoD and is 

responsible for turning on at least some of these muscle-specific genes. In the absence of 

myogenin, myoblasts are unable to differentiate leaving mutant mice unviable at birth 

(Venuti et al., 1995; Hasty et al., 1993; Nabeshima et al., 1993). These mice also 

demonstrate severe defects in their rib muscles, which suggests that lethality in myogenin 

knock-out mice is due to respiratory inefficiency. Myogenin is an important MRF for 

investigation because of its significance in muscle formation. 

Mrf4 is the final MRF to be expressed during myogenesis. It begins its expression 

later than myogenin and is important for the expression of contractile proteins, such as α-

actin, that are produced in mature myofibres (Hinterberger, 1991). Mrf4 knock-out mice 

develop dysfunctional ribs that appear similar to those seen in myogenin knock-out mice. 

As with the MyoD family, myogenin and Mrf4 play similar roles demonstrating partial 

functional redundancy (Wang et al., 1996). Inactivation of Mrf4 results in compensatory 

up-regulation of myogenin and only a subtle reduction in the transcription of muscle-

specific genes (Zhang et al., 1995). It appears likely that some aspects of their function 
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overlap, whereas other aspects of the structure and/or function impart unique effects on 

target genes. It is possible that activation time of these two MRFs, rather than different 

downstream roles, may account for their apparent functional differences. 

1.4 The Growth Hormone/ Insulin-Like Growth Factor-I (GH/ IGF-I) System 

 The growth hormone/ insulin-like growth factor-I (GH/ IGF-I) system can be 

thought of more generally as an axis that runs from the pituitary gland to the liver. 

However, there are several endocrine and environmental factors that are incorporated 

along the way, which make the GH/ IGF-I system quite complex (Reinecke et al. 2005). 

In vertebrates, the widespread distribution of GH and IGF-I receptors amongst tissues 

suggest that this system is integral to many of the physiological processes that are 

integrated to achieve growth. 

1.4.1 Growth Hormone  

Although I focus on GH from the perspective of its role regulating skeletal muscle 

growth, it is important to recognize that it also has roles in osmoregulation, metabolism 

of macronutrients, soft tissue growth, reproduction, and immune system function 

(Sakamoto et al., 1993; Davidson, 1987; Le Gac et al., 1993; Gala, 1991). Similar to 

mammals, GH in fish is a peptide hormone that acts on membrane-bound receptors. 

(Kelly et al., 1991). GH binds to the growth hormone receptor (GHR) in target tissues, 

which results in receptor dimerization and produces an active trimeric complex between 

GH and GHR. This triggers a series of phosphorylation events that induce transcription of 

target genes.  
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Figure 2. Regulatory mechanisms of GH secretion and its effects on IGF-I. 

GH release is predominantly regulated by inhibitory control mechanisms through a 
negative feedback loop and SRIF (top right). GH acts on the liver to stimulate the release 
of IGF-I and indirectly promote growth (bottom) (Björnsson, 1997).  
 

As with most peptide hormones, GH is produced and stored as a precursor in 

vesicles. Release of GH from the pituitary gland is controlled by the balance between 

hormones that inhibit its secretion and those that stimulate its secretion (Fig. 2). 

Somatostatin (SRIF) is a potent regulator of GH in teleosts, as it inhibits GH release and 

reduction in GHR sensitivity (Very & Sheridan, 2002; Canosa et al., 2007; Very & 

Sheridan, 2007). Further, GH exhibits control over its own secretion by negative 

feedback on itself and indirect feedback through IGF-I. In contrast, GH-releasing factor 

(GRF) promotes GH secretion in fish (Luo et al., 1990; Luo & McKeown, 1989).  

With a clear role in the control of growth rate, the study of GH signaling has been 

a focus of efforts to increase growth in aquaculture species. In the simplest sense, growth 

is achieved when fish can ingest and process nutrients beyond what is needed for 

maintenance. As expected, exogenous GH treatment affects metabolism in salmonids by 

promoting macronutrient breakdown, increasing swimming activity, and stimulating 
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dominant feeding behaviour (Björnsson, 1997). Genetically modified salmonids have 

been produced which grow to market size very quickly resulting from the expression of a 

GH transgene at high levels (Du et al., 1992).  

1.4.2 Insulin-Like Growth Factor (IGF) 

Insulin-like growth factor (IGF) is named as such because of its structural 

similarity to insulin. Both of these peptide hormones are important for the maintenance of 

two related processes: metabolism and growth. Relevant to my study, the effects of 

insulin and IGF on growth demonstrate greater overlap in fish compared to mammals. 

Fish possess a much higher ratio of IGF receptors:insulin receptors than other vertebrates, 

which speaks to the importance of this factor in their somatic development (Parrizas et 

al., 1995; Mommsen, 2001). Despite their similarities, the receptors are able to 

distinguish between insulin and IGF for each signal to elicit a unique response. 

There are two paralogs of IGF, IGF-I and IGF-II, which are both integral for 

growth, metabolism, and muscle development. The growth-promoting effects of GH are 

highly dependent on the function of IGF-I (Beckman et al., 2004). The effect of GH on 

IGF-I is two-fold: it stimulates IGF-I secretion and promotes tissue sensitivity to IGF-I 

(Green et al., 1985; Luskey, 1992). IGF-II expression also depends on the presence of 

GH, however, with a more restricted tissue distribution than that of IGF-I (Shamblott et 

al., 1995). Similar to GH, IGF-I expression correlates positively with dietary ration, 

protein content, and body growth rate (Beckman et al., 2004; Duan, 1998; Pierce et al., 

2005; Moriyama et al., 2000). This relationship with nutrition was later extended to IGF-

II from a study on starvation and re-feeding in Atlantic salmon (Wilkinson et al., 2006).  
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IGF stimulates growth in fish by promoting skeletal muscle development 

(Moriyama et al., 2000). Specifically, IGF-I is more important for differentiation, 

whereas IGF-II plays a greater role in myoblast proliferation (Jiang et al., 2013; Azizi et 

al., 2016). The precise mechanisms of IGF-II in postnatal growth have been examined 

less thoroughly than IGF-I. Instead, most research has explored abnormalities in IGF-II 

function and its association with disease in humans. For instance, its involvement in cell 

proliferation (Morrione et al., 1997) has made it a focal point for cancer research. 

Another fundamental difference between IGF-I and IGF-II lies in their timing of 

expression during development. IGF-II is predominantly expressed during early 

embryogenesis, whereas IGF-I expression typically begins later during development. The 

chronological expression of IGF-II followed by IGF-I has been demonstrated in several 

studies in both mammals and fish (Dechiara et al., 1990; Thissen et al., 1994; Peterson et 

al., 2005). 

1.4.3 Insulin-Like Growth Factor Binding Protein (IGFBP) 

IGF activity in vertebrates is mediated by a family of high-affinity IGF-binding 

proteins (IGFBP). Members of the IGFBP family are characterized by a highly conserved 

N-terminal domain, arising from exon shuffling of an ancestral gene (Hwa et al., 2011). 

The 6 IGFBP paralogs appeared as a result of 3 whole genome duplication events in early 

vertebrates (Daza et al., 2011). After the radiation of the IGFBP gene family, each 

member developed slight differences in structure over evolutionary time. Evolution of 

their gene expression followed to ensure appropriate physiological production of IGFBPs 

according to their functions (Macqueen, 2013). The selective driving force behind this 
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was to acquire optimal IGF signaling that would vary appropriately depending on 

nutrition level and endocrine signals.  

The IGFBP family was initially named based on its binding affinity with IGF. 

This is important because IGFBP’s main function is to act as a carrier protein for IGF-I. 

IGFBP regulates IGF-I’s efflux from the blood vessels and increases its half-life by 

controlling its metabolic clearance rate. Each IGFBP paralog has either stimulatory or 

inhibitory effects on IGF-I. IGFBP3 and IGFBP5 enhance the effects of IGF-I, while the 

remaining IGFBPs inhibit IGF-I by preventing them from binding to their receptors 

(Govoni et al., 2005). There is a strong positive relationship between IGF-I and IGFBP 

expression, which is intuitive because they are both influenced by the agonistic effects of 

GH. Both hormones also significantly correlate with growth rate, which suggests that 

they may be used as indices for growth. IGFBP levels also depend on factors such as 

feeding rate and season (Beckman et al., 2004). Sexual maturation in males, and the 

subsequent release of androgens, disrupts the relationship between IGFBP and growth 

rate (Beckman et al., 2004). The rise in IGF-I and IGFBP levels that occurs without a 

corresponding increase in growth rate in maturing males is likely due to the redistribution 

of resources towards reproductive activity.  

Over time, some IGFBPs evolved to become high-affinity and others low-affinity 

IGF binders. IGF-independent functions of IGFBPs have become a central area of 

research since IGFBPs have proven to be capable of interacting with several other 

proteins. Evidence of the ability for IGFBP3 and IGFBP5 to translocate to the nucleus 

suggests that they have the potential to influence transcription of other genes (Jaques, 

1997). The presence of IGFBP-3 in the nucleus of cancerous cells suggests that the target 
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genes of IGFBP may promote cell division (Jaques, 1997; Schedlich, 1998). In addition, 

IGFBP-5 has been shown to play an important role in bone cell proliferation. Receptors 

that recognize IGFBP-5 have been purified from osteoblast cells, which are thought to 

mediate the osteoblast proliferating effects of this hormone (Andress, 1998). The precise 

biological significance of IGF-independent effects has not yet been determined. 

1.5 Other Growth Regulatory Factors 

1.5.1 Myostatin 

Myostatin (MSTN) is a member of the transforming growth factor-β (TGF-β) 

superfamily and a known inhibitor of skeletal muscle growth (McPherron et al., 1997). 

MSTN exerts its growth inhibiting effects by disrupting the transcription of various 

elements involved in myogenesis. MSTN binds to the activin receptor type IIB (ActRIIB) 

on skeletal muscle cells, which triggers the phosphorylation of Smad3 (Fig. 3). The 

activated Smad3 is then able to associate with other Smad regulatory proteins, forming a 

complex that translocates to the nucleus and inhibits transcription of myogenic regulatory 

factors (Lee & McPherron, 2001; Massagué & Chen, 2000).  

The growth-promoting effects of MSTN mutation have been commonly studied in 

fish for aquaculture and bovine species for agricultural purposes (Lee & McPherron, 

2001; Grobet et al., 1997; Kambadur et al., 1997). Partial inhibition of MSTN binding 

through RNA interference results in increased muscle growth in zebrafish (Acosta et al., 

2005). MSTN inactivation also leads to a unique phenotype known as ‘double muscling’, 

which is accomplished through hyperplasia (Thomas et al., 2000). Artificial selection has 

produced two breeds of cattle that exhibit the double muscling phenotype through a loss-

of-function mutation in the MSTN coding region (McPherron & Lee, 1997).   
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Similar to other members of the TGF-β family, MSTN contains an inactive N-

terminal region, known as the prodomain, that is cleaved off during protein maturation. 

The cleaved prodomain is able to bind to MSTN itself, interfering with its affinity for 

ActRIIB and thereby reducing its own activity. The inhibitory effects of the MSTN 

prodomain were initially observed in vitro (Thies et al., 2001), then in vivo in mice and 

zebrafish (Lee & McPherron, 2001; Rebhan & Funkenstein, 2008).  

1.5.2 Follistatin 

Follistatin (FST) is a regulatory protein that enhances muscle growth through its 

inhibitory effects on MSTN. FST complexes with MSTN and interrupts its ability to bind 

with the ActRIIB receptor (Fig. 3). In the presence of FST, MSTN is unable to inhibit the 

expression of its target genes such as Pax3 and MyoD (Amthor et al., 2004). Thus, the 

MSTN-mediated inhibition of myogenesis is blocked and muscle development can 

proceed.  

As expected, overexpression of FST results in the double muscling that is similar 

to the phenotype observed in animals with MSTN mutation. In vitro, FST inhibits the 

biological activity of purified, cleaved, and activated MSTN (Rebhan & Funkenstein, 

2008). In vivo, increasing the expression of trout FST results in greater total muscle 

surface area, strength, and muscle mass due almost exclusively to hyperplasia (Medeiros 

et al., 2009). The ability for MSTN to inhibit terminal muscle differentiation is blocked 

by FST in a dose-dependent manner. At high levels, FST can almost completely prevent 

the activity of MSTN on its target genes (Amthor et al., 2004). My thesis includes FST as 

a target growth-promoting factor because of its potent antagonistic effects on MSTN and 

strong association with muscle development. 
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Figure 3. FST inhibition of the MSTN pathway. 

MSTN binds to the activin receptor type IIB (ActRIIB) on skeletal muscle cells (1), 
which triggers the phosphorylation of Smad3 (2). The activated Smad3 is then able to 
associate with other Smad regulatory proteins, forming a complex that translocates to the 
nucleus and inhibits transcription of several MRFs (3). FST disrupts this pathway through 
inhibition of the Smad complex (4).  

1.5.3 Myocyte Enhancer Factor 

MEFs are muscle-specific binding proteins that belong to the MADS (MCM1-

AGAMOUS-DEFICIENS-SRF)-box family of transcription factors, which takes its name 

from the first four members of the family to be discovered. The MADS-box is a 

characteristic motif located at the N-terminus of the protein, which is important for DNA 

sequence recognition and binding. MEF2s are unable to activate myogenesis alone; rather 

they cooperate with basic MRFs to enhance the expression of muscle-specific genes. 

MEF2 associates with E-boxes that are bound by MRFs in a position that allows both 

factors to bind DNA simultaneously. Their synergistic arrangement on the promoter 

encourages protein-protein interactions between the two factors (Funk & Wright, 1992).  
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 Vertebrates have four MEF2 genes named MEF2a, b, c, and d. MEF2 orthologs 

share their intron-exon organization with Drosophila within their conserved regions, 

which suggests that they evolved from a common ancestral gene (Black and Olson, 

1998). In skeletal muscle, MEF2d is detectable in proliferating myoblasts, making it the 

first variant to be expressed. MEF2a begins its expression during myofibre differentiation 

and MEF2c appears later in the differentiation stage (Breitbart et al., 1993). While 

expression of MRFs is specific to skeletal muscle, MEF2 is also present in nervous and 

cardiac tissue (Ticho et al., 1996). As in skeletal muscle, MEF2 binds with bHLH 

neurogenic transcription factors that target neuron-specific genes (Mao & Nadal-Ginard, 

1996). Drosophila embryos with inactive MEF2 die from muscle defects prior to the 

development of the nervous system (Lilly et al., 1995). MEF2 is an important addition to 

my thesis as it is expressed alongside other transcriptional regulators and its function 

serves to augment the actions of MRFs (Kobiyama et al., 1998). 

In the next section, I discuss the model system I used in my thesis. The original 

question related to the mechanisms by which hybridization leads to superior growth in 

hybrids. As well, the mating that leads to hybridization also has intriguing aspects of 

growth and size, in that the father of the hybrids is generally an undersized BG. Just as it 

is not known why HY are larger, it is unknown why the cuckholding BG fathers are 

smaller. Pursuing either question necessitated development of ways to distinguish 

between BG and PS orthologs of growth factors. Of the many possible growth regulators, 

I focused on those for which I could obtain species-specific primers: myogenin, myoD, 

IGF, IGFBP, FST, and MEF. As discussed in the previous section, each of these genes 

has been shown to positively influence growth rate and body mass in animals. 
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1.6 Species Ecology 

Bluegill (BG) and pumpkinseed (PS) are species that diverged approximately 14.6 

million years ago within the sunfish (Centrarchidae) family (Bolnick & Near, 2005). 

They coexist throughout their respective geographical ranges, including many in North 

American lakes, rivers, and streams. Despite their tendency to inhabit overlapping areas, 

the two species occupy distinct ecological niches. BG feed on zooplankton throughout 

most of the year, whereas PS prefer hard-bodied prey such as snails. The interactions 

between BG and PS are evident in Adirondack Lake, where PS is isolated from BG. 

When separated from BG, PS adopts another morphological forms which is planktivorous 

(Robinson et al. 1993). It appears that when BG are absent, PS adapt to take over the 

untapped and abundant zooplankton diet. Thus, the interactions between BG and PS are 

significant and have the potential to impact either species’ physiology.  

1.6.1 Bluegill-Pumpkinseed Hybridization 

BG-PS hybrid mating is unidirectional, with spawnings between male BG and 

female PS (Clarke et al., 1984; Konkle & Philipp, 2008; Osenberg et al., 1988). The 

aggressive mating behaviours of male BG, in particular, makes them more likely to 

fertilize nests of another species. In Lake Opinicon, Ontario, a randomly selected sample 

of 44 hybrid individuals had paternal BG and maternal PS origin (Konkle & Philipp, 

2008). This pattern arose, in part, because male BG are less discriminatory than male PS 

in their choice of nest fertilization.  

Male BG possess three reproductive strategies: parental, satellite, and sneaker. 

Parental males construct nests and court females to permit fertilization, whereas satellites 

and sneakers (collectively, cuckholders) fertilize nests made by other males (Garner & 
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Neff, 2013; Gross, 1982; Philipp & Gross, 1994). Although male PS also engage in 

cuckoldry, the percentage of precocious mating behaviour is much lower than that of the 

BG (Gross, 1980). Therefore, due to the predominance of cuckolding in this species, 

male BG are predominantly responsible for the asymmetric hybridization in BG and PS.  

The F1 hybrids of BG and PS are capable of mating with both parental species 

and other HY. However, they are partially sterile due to their inferior sperm competition, 

abnormal sex ratios, and reduced interspecies mating behaviours (Osenberg et al., 1988; 

Wheat et al., 1973). Few studies have taken advantage of the natural unidirectional trend 

in BG-PS hybridization to study the evolution of the physiological phenotype. BG and PS 

differ in their ability to tolerate hypoxia, which is common in the lakes where these fish 

live. BG are more tolerant of hypoxia than PS, but HY are less tolerant than either 

species, suggesting some loss of metabolic function with hybridization (Davies et al., 

2012; Mathers et al., 2014). Since mitochondrial DNA is passed on through the maternal 

lineage, it is possible that the dysfunction arose through incompatibility between the BG 

paternal nuclear genome and the maternal BG mitochondrial genome. Deficiencies in the 

activity of select mitochondrial enzymes are consistent with nuclear-mitochondrial 

incompatibility (Mathers et al. 2014). However, the impact of hybridization on muscle in 

relation to size and growth has not been studied in this model. On one hand, hybrid 

sunfish are thought to be large than parentals, consistent with the notion of hybrid vigour. 

However, the genetic control of size is also an open question in this model, given the 

fathers of hybrids are typically the smaller bodied cuckholders. Whether the ARS of 

sunfish has an influence on the growth trajectory of hybrids has not been explored.  
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1.7 Life History Strategies and Trade-Offs 

Life history theory assumes that organisms possess finite resources that must be 

distributed amongst fitness-related traits. It is this scarcity of resources that constrains 

animals from simultaneously maximizing certain physiological properties. These 

resource limitations result in a negative correlation between life history traits – such as 

body growth and reproductive capacity – and guide the direction of evolution to 

emphasize one or another (Stearns, 1989).   

For life history trade-offs to exist, there must be some relationship between (1) 

developmental stage and body size and (2) heritability of body size and fecundity (Roff, 

2000). Fish are a common model for life history studies as they satisfy both requirements 

(Bagenal, 1966; Roff, 2000). Moreover, the indeterminate growth seen in fish may occur 

because there are surplus resources that remain post-reproductive maturity. In the 

American plaice (Hippoglossoides platessoides), there is a negative relationship between 

gonadal and somatic growth as the energy and resources that are allocated to one are 

made unavailable for the other (Roff, 1983). Since different outcomes may be achieved 

amongst individuals in the same environment, it is possible that genetic factors may 

determine the relative distribution of resources. Thus, the genetic basis of growth 

regulation in fish may provide insight into the heritable determinants of resource 

allocation.   

If one considers life history trade-offs as a continuum, ARS would embody the 

most extreme form of intraspecific variation. The two extremes – parental and sneaker – 

must have arisen due to the presence of some evolutionary force on both phenotypes. It 

has been shown that resource restriction, from limited food supply or maximum ingestion 

rate, ensures the maintenance of life history trade-offs (Roff, 1984; Stearns, 1992). Other 
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evolutionary pressures that alter the balance between growth and reproduction include 

environmental conditions and predator-prey interactions. In the field, size-selective 

fishing of Atlantic cod populations resulted in genetic changes that cause slower growth 

rate and maintenance of smaller individuals despite good conditions for growth (Swain et 

al., 2007). Therefore, the existence of ARS in a population may also reflect the 

environmental conditions that disrupt the balance between growth and reproduction.  

1.8 Significance of Alternative Reproduction Strategies 

From a population genetics perspective, ARS have significant implications for the 

evolutionary development of BG and PS sunfish. Cuckoldry results in the asymmetrical 

hybridization between these species as BG males fertilize eggs from PS nests. As a result, 

ARS affect the evolutionary trajectory of a species by influencing its morphology, 

behaviour, and ecology.  

Physiological differences are inevitable as parental males and cuckolders 

(satellites and sneakers) must overcome different obstacles to reproduce. In fact, the two 

externally similar phenotypes (small, juvenile parentals vs. small, mature sneakers) are 

easily distinguishable because of morphological differences in sperm investment patterns 

(Neff et al., 2003; Burness et al., 2004). Since cuckolder males always experience sperm 

competition, reproductive physiology differs such that sperm investment is greater in 

cuckolders than parentals. This is quantifiable from the higher sperm density and greater 

gonad-to-body weight ratio in cuckolders than parental males (Neff et al., 2003). For this 

reason, ARS in BG are an important model for studying resource distribution between 

growth and reproductive capacity.  
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Parental behaviour is also affected by the threat of cuckoldry. Since satellites and 

sneakers fertilize eggs from other male nests, cuckolders leave the parental males to raise 

their offspring. According to the parental investment theory, this means that cuckoldry 

reduces the reproductive advantage for males to expend energy caring for their young. 

Neff (2003) provides support for this by demonstrating a relationship between degree of 

cuckoldry and parental male cannibalism. This relationship is only seen after the eggs 

have hatched and the male is able to discriminate between its own kin and the cuckolded 

offspring by using olfactory cues. Thus, it appears that the parental behaviour of BG and 

PS sunfish may also be affected by ARS.  

In normal populations, females choose which nest to lay their eggs in based on 

fitness-related qualities of their male counterpart. Cuckoldry diminishes the opportunity 

for mate choice as any discriminatory behaviour employed by the female is negated by 

intrusion of other males. This means that the tendency for males with higher fitness to 

pass on their genes would be undermined by cuckoldry. This interrupts the natural 

patterns of gene flow because traits that would be expected to confer high fitness may not 

be passed on by parental BG. Furthermore, ARS may also have compounding effects on 

evolutionary patterns through genetic introgression. Continuous backcrossing of HY and 

their parentals results in significant gene crossing between species. Introgression is an 

important source of genetic variation in natural populations. However, due to the 

reduction in fitness of hybrids, BG cuckoldry could have a negative effect on PS fitness. 

Frequency-dependent selection assumes that mating behaviours confer high 

fitness when they are rare and low fitness when common. As a result, temporally or 

spatially varying reproductive behaviours creates a cycle in morph fitness that permits the 
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maintenance of ARS. Since mate choice is inhibited by cuckoldry, it is likely that BG 

reproductive behaviour is frequency-dependent (Gross, 1991). When the parental 

phenotype is common, parentals would have lower reproductive success than cuckolders 

and vice versa. This is because a higher abundance of nests increases opportunities for 

cuckolding while creating more competition for other parentals. Surrounding PS 

populations would increase the number of nests that can be cuckolded without changing 

the frequency of parental BG nests. Thus, the ability for BG and PS to hybridize has the 

potential to influence the frequency of ARS.  

ARS in BG have many implications for the morphology, behaviour, and evolution 

of this species. My thesis explores ARS by examining an allelic polymorphism in BG 

genes. If growth regulatory factors appear to be a heritable source for BG cuckoldry, this 

would provide us with insight on the relationship between gene flow and reproductive 

strategies. 

1.9 Hypotheses 

BG-PS hybrids provide an excellent model for isolating parent-specific alleles within 

an individual. For my thesis, I examine the relative expression patterns of various growth 

regulatory factors in hybrids and their corresponding DNA sequence. My thesis addresses 

the following null hypotheses: 

(1)  Growth regulatory factors demonstrate equal expression levels in hybrids and 

parentals. Heterosis, or hybrid vigour, frequently manifests as HY that are larger 

than parentals, presumably arising from faster growth rates. Thus, my original 

hypothesis required assessing if HY had higher expression of growth promoting 

factors than parentals of the same body size. I prepared primers that would work 
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equally well on BG and PS orthologs, enabling me to measure the expression of the 

genes irrespective of the parent from which it came. High variability in the mRNA of 

growth factors prevented me from addressing this original question, but instead led 

me to questions that depended on species-specific primers to distinguish between 

maternal and paternal gene expression in HY. 

(2)  Growth regulatory factors demonstrate equal paternal:maternal expression 

patterns in hybrids. One explanation for hybridization affecting body size is that 

interspecies mating impairs the normal pattern of epigenetic regulation of growth 

factors. For example, if the paternal gene for a growth factor is silenced normally, 

hybridization could preclude modifications and permit the expression of a paternal 

gene that would normally be silenced. My null hypothesis was that the growth 

regulatory factors in the study would demonstrate equal amounts of transcript for BG 

and PS orthologs. 

(3)  Bluegill growth regulatory factor expression levels have a genetic basis. As 

discussed previously, there were many possible connections between growth factors 

and size-related variation in BG and PS biology. I entered this study with the goal of 

focusing on the underlying genetics of heterosis, however my initial results led me in 

a different direction: investigating whether a bimodal pattern of expression of the BG/ 

paternal myogenin expression in HY was related to the small bodied sneaker/ satellite 

phenotypes. Having identified several myogenin alleles, my null hypothesis was that 

gene frequencies would show no correlation with expression patterns. However, my 

expectation was that the HY showing low myogenin expression would have allele 

frequencies that differed from those of parental BG, consistent with the expectation 
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that small-bodied sneaker/satellite fathers were genetically distinct from large bodied 

parental BG. 
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Chapter 2 Materials and Methods 

2.1 Fish Capture and Holding 

Bluegill (Lepomis macrochirus), pumpkinseed (L. gibbosus), and their F1 hybrids 

were caught using hook and line angling from Lake Opinicon at the Queen’s University 

Biological Station. Approximately 120 fish were caught at various Lake Opinicon 

locations September 21-22, 2013. Landed fish were kept in coolers for up to 2 h prior to 

euthanasia and tissue sampling. Fish masses were as follows (mean ± SD): bluegill (90 ± 

41 g), pumpkinseed (142 ± 62 g), hybrid (134 ± 49 g). This research was approved by the 

Queen’s University Animal Care Committee (protocol: Moyes-2013-021-Or-A2). 

Fish were transferred to a 4 L chamber containing a solution of tricaine methane 

sulphonate (0.4 g/ L) and sodium bicarbonate (0.8 g/ L). Upon loss of equilibrium, the 

fish was removed, the spinal cord severed and epaxial white muscle (~5 g) collected just 

below the dorsal fin. The white muscle was then frozen in liquid nitrogen and transferred 

to a -80°C freezer. The tissue samples were powdered under liquid nitrogen. An 

additional 30 fish were caught on May 16, 2016 and dissected immediately upon capture. 

White muscle tissue was stored in RNALater.  

Individuals were genotyped based on the size of a nuclear gene fragment as 

described in Davies et al. (2012). The S7 fragment amplicons differ in size between BG 

(327 bp) and PS (350 bp). Thus, BG and PS parental species appeared as a single band, 

whereas HY presented as a doublet when electrophoresed on a 1% agarose gel stained 

with Red Safe. 
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2.2 RNA Extraction and cDNA Synthesis 

White muscle tissues were homogenized in 1 mL TRIzol reagent (Invitrogen, 

Carlsbad, CA, USA) per 80 mg of tissue using a tissue homogenizer. Chloroform was 

added (0.2 mL/ mL of TRIzol used) and the samples were centrifuged at 12,000 × g for 

30 min at 4°C. The upper aqueous layer of the sample was removed and transferred to a 2 

mL tube with 0.5 mL of isopropanol per 1mL of TRIzol used. Samples were incubated at 

room temperature for 5 min and centrifuged at 12,000 × g for 10 min at 4°C to generate a 

RNA pellet. The supernatant was removed and 1 mL of 75% ethanol was added to wash 

the remaining pellet. RNase free water (~50 µL) was added to the pellet of each sample. 

A spectrophotometer was used to quantify the RNA using the 260/280 ratio. 

RNA was reverse-transcribed to cDNA using the QuantiTect Reverse 

Transcription Kit (Qiagen, Valencia, CA, USA) with 1 µg of RNA in a 20 µl reaction, as 

per the manufacturer’s instructions. RNA was mixed with genomic DNA wipeout buffer 

and incubated at 42°C for 2 min. The reverse transcriptase enzyme was added to samples 

and incubated at 42°C for 15 min then transferred to 95°C for 3 min to inactivate reverse 

transcriptase. A final volume of 20 µl of 50 ng/ µl was attained and stored at -20°C.  

2.3 Primers 

The first step of developing species-specific primers was to amplify the entire 

coding region of the genes of interest. Primers (Table 1) were designed using published 

sequences from highly conserved regions of five species closely related to sunfish 

(stickleback, platyfish, Takifugu, Medaka, and tilapia). PCRs were carried out for each 

primer using an Eppendorf Mastercycler Gradient thermocycler (Eppendorf, Hamburg, 

Germany). All reactions were run in 25 µl volumes containing 1× PCR buffer, 1 mM 
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MgCl2, 0.75 units Taq DNA polymerase (Qiagen, Valencia, CA, USA), 0.4 µM dNTPs 

(Promega, Madison, WI, USA), 0.3 µM of each primer, 50-100 ng of cDNA template, 

and the balance of nuclease-free water.  

PCR reactions involved a 3 min denaturation at 94°C followed by 35 cycles of 30 

s at 94°C, 30 s at the appropriate annealing temperature, and 30 s at 72°C. There was a 

final extension period of 10 min at 72°C. PCR products were visualized on 1% agarose 

gels with Red Safe. A gradient PCR was used to determine the correct annealing 

temperature for both genes (Table 2). For instance, the BG myogenin primers showed 

bands at an annealing temperature of < 63°C with the BG plasmid and < 59°C with the 

PS plasmid. Therefore, the appropriate annealing temperature for the BG myogenin 

primers chosen for the real-time quantitative PCR was 61.5°C.  

Table 1. Primers used for sequencing growth regulatory factors. 

GENE FORWARD (5’-3’) REVERSE (5’-3’) TM (OC) 

MyoG TAATACGACTCACTATAGGG ATTTAGGTGACACTATAG 55 

MyoD1 TATGGTCGACCTGCAGGC AGATCGTGGACTCCAACGT 60 

FST ATCTTCAATGGCGGAGCTC TATGTGGTGTTGTCGCTGG 53 

IGF2 GAGCAGTACTGTGCCAAACC GGACAGGGCAGGGGAGG 58 

IGFBP5 TGAGTGGACAGGCGTGCG TGTCAACACGCCAGCAGAT 61 

MEF2 AGGCAGTGCAGGAAATGGTT TTGATGCTGTTGCCATGCC 59 
 

2.4 Quantitative PCR 

Real-time quantitative PCR (Q-PCR) was performed on an ABI 7500 real-time PCR 

system (Applied Biosystems, Carlsbad, CA, USA) using GoTaq qPCR Master Mix 

(Promega, Madison, WI, USA). Reactions were done in 25 µl volumes with 12.5 µl of the 
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GoTaq Master Mix, 25-100 ng of cDNA template, 0.58 µM each of the forward and 

reverse primer, and the balance of water. Q-PCR runs consisted of an initial 15 min 

denaturation at 95°C followed by 40 cycles of 15 s at 95°C, 15 s at the appropriate 

annealing temperature, and 36 s at 72°C. The last stage of the PCR was a steady increase 

in temperature producing the dissociation curve. The cycle threshold (Ct) was determined 

by measuring fluorescence from Q-PCR products. The primers are fitted with a 

fluorescence marker and quencher so that as GoTaq amplifies DNA, the quencher no 

longer absorbs fluorescence and it is given off exponentially along with DNA 

amplification.  

Table 2. Primers used for Q-PCR quantification of target mRNAs. 

GENE FORWARD (5’-3’) REVERSE (5’-3’) TM 
(OC) 

MyoGBG AATCTGTCTGGGGGTGTTGG  CCCTCATTGTGGCTGCTCTG 61 

MyoGPS AATCTGTCTGGGGGTGTTGG CCCTCATTGTGGCCGCTCTC 61 

MyoD1BG GAGGGGGAGGACGACGAG GTCTCGAAGGCGTCATTCACT 67 

MyoD1PS GAGGGGGAGGACGACGAG CTCGAAGGCGTCGTTCACC 59 

FSTBG CGTGACGTCTTGTGCCCC GCCTCATCCGTCCTGCTT 56 

FSTPS CGTGACGTCTTGTGCCCT GCCTCATCCGTCCTGCTC 56 

IGF2BG GGCCACTTCCATACAGGCTATA CTGCCTCCGAAACTTTTTGGA 59 

IGF2PS GCCACTTCCATACAGGCTATG TCCTGGGCTTTGATCTTCTCC 59 

IGFBP5BG TGCTCACCCGCCCATAGAC CAAATTCAGGCTCATGCTTGTCG 59 

IGFBP5PS GCCCACCCGCCCATAGAT CAAATTCAGGCTCATGCTTGTCA 56 

MEF2BG AATGGATTTGAACACCCAC GGCATGCCTGAGTATACT 54 

MEF2PS GAAATGGATTTGAACACCCAT GGCATGCCTGAGTATACC 54 
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The Ct is calculated as the cycle at which a threshold fluorescence is first detected. 

All samples were run in duplicate and each primer set was run with a no template control.  

2.5 DNA Extraction 

White muscle tissue samples were suspended in buffer (200 mM NaCl, 20 mM 

Tris, 50 mM EDTA, 0.10% SDS, pH 8.0) with proteinase K (0.2 mg/ml) and digested 

overnight at 55°C. An equal volume of phenol-chloroformisoamyl alcohol (25:24:1) was 

added, the sample was mixed thoroughly and centrifuged for 10 min at 1,700 x g. The 

aqueous phase was retained and DNA was precipitated by adding of 0.1 vol ammonium 

acetate (7.5 M) and 2 vol of 100% ethanol. The solution was centrifuged for 3 min at 

1,700 x g and washed with 70% ethanol. The pellet was air-dried and resuspended in 250 

µl TE buffer (10 mM Tris-HC1, 1 mM EDTA, pH 8.0). DNA purity was assessed using 

absorbance at 260 nm and 280 nm, then quantified based on the 260 nm reading. 

2.6 Sequence Analysis 

BG and PS DNA fragments were amplified using primers (Table 1) based on 

consensus sequences of other perciform fish. The PCR products were extracted from a 

gel and sequenced in both directions via the Robarts sequencing facility at the University 

of Western Ontario. BG and PS were aligned to determine the differences between 

sequences and species-specific primers were developed to be used for Q-PCR. 

2.7 Myogenin Sequence Analysis 

The myogenin promoter and 5’ UTR was obtained from 5’ rapid amplification of 

gDNA ends (RAGE) (Cormack & Somssich, 1997). Three rounds of long range, one-way 

PCR were conducted using the LongRange PCR Kit (Qiagen, Valencia, CA, USA as per 
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the manufacturer’s instructions (Appendix). A forward primer was designed based on the 

myogenin promoter region and a reverse primer was derived from the coding region. In 

order to properly characterize the alleles in the population, myogenin was sequenced in 

the initial five BG by cloning. Fragments were gel purified, ligated into plasmid, 

transfected into DH5α cells and plated. Single colonies were grown in LB broth, then 

plasmids were purified and sequenced.  

With several differences between the various BG alleles, I was unable to develop 

allele-specific primers to distinguish between them. Instead, I sequenced the remaining 

32 BG by sequencing the isolated myogenin product from a gel. Establishing the range of 

alleles through cloning was necessary to determine the SNPs that are characteristic of 

their sequences. With this information at hand, I was more accurately able to assess the 

electropherograms for myogenin in heterozygous BG without cloning.  

2.8 Statistical analysis  

I corrected the threshold cycle using the 2-ΔΔ Ct method of Q-PCR data analysis 

before comparing these data with other variables (Livak & Shmittgen, 2004). I used β-

actin as a housekeeping gene to normalize mRNA data to correct for differences in RNA 

yield. If maternal and paternal genes are expressed1 in the same manner, it would be 

expected that the ratio of BG:PS mRNA would equal a value of 1 unless the size of the 

transcript region differed between BG and PS alleles. For instance, if the segment 

amplified by the PS-specific primers is larger than that amplified by the BG-specific 

primers, then an equal expression ratio would be less than 1. Biological and technical 

                                                
1 Expression, in the strictest sense, is synonymous with transcription. Transcript levels 
can vary or differ as a result of either synthesis or degradation.  
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variability would be expected to affect this ratio, but there are no studies that would serve 

as precedents that would enable me to predict what the observed ratio would be. The 

differences between BG and PS alleles were assessed using paired t-tests. Statistical 

significance was accepted at p<0.05. 

Based on observations with five of the growth factors I examined, most of the 

ratios I observed fell within a range of 4-0.25. Of the 130 measurements of five growth 

factors, only 6 fell outside this range. In other words, approximately 95% of the samples 

fell within the range that I deemed as normal. I then used these limits to identify which 

individuals showed unexpectedly high or low paternal: maternal ratios. As part of the 

analysis of paternal myogenin mRNA levels, I subdivided individuals into groups: 

equivalent (where paternal: maternal mRNA fell within the range 4-0.25; low paternal 

(<0.25) and high paternal (>4). The differences between these groups were assessed 

using a one-way ANOVA followed by a Tukey’s post-hoc test based on log-transformed 

values. 
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Chapter 3 Results 

3.1 Growth Regulatory Factor Expression  

Q-PCR was used to determine the relative expression of growth regulators in BG 

and PS alleles. Preliminary analyses in my Honour’s thesis were organized around a 

hypothesis regarding the relationship between body size and growth factor expression, 

with expectation that transcriptional response would account for their larger size/ growth 

rate. These studies relied on consensus primers that worked equally well in both species. 

However, there was too much variability between individuals to discern any size 

dependence. Instead, my studies focused on assessing if there were differences in paternal 

and maternal gene expression in HY.  

Recall that HY result from breeding of male BG x female PS mating (Konkle & 

Philipp, 2008). Thus, I assessed if the HY demonstrated different maternal/ PS versus 

paternal/ BG expression. I developed primers that could effectively distinguish between 

BG and PS orthologs of growth factors. For this to succeed, I needed to clone and 

sequence mRNA from both species using consensus primers, and from the derived 

sequences identify differences that would enable species-specific primers to be used.  

The null hypothesis was that the expression of maternal and paternal alleles would 

be similar in HY. Figure 4 shows the analyses from 24 HY, expressed as a ratio of BG 

allele/ PS allele. Thus, where expression was equal, the ratio of BG/PS would 

approximate a value of one (assuming PS and BG amplicons demonstrated equal 

efficiency). For each of MyoD1, IGF2, IGFBP5, MEF2, and FST, all but one individual 

fell within a narrow range. The equal range includes HY that demonstrate less than a 4-

fold difference in paternal and maternal mRNA levels. 
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Figure 4. Relative paternal:maternal expression levels of growth regulatory factors in HY. 

Fold difference between the expression of maternal and paternal alleles for (A) MyoD1, (B) IGF2, 
(C) IGFBP5, (D) MEF2, (E) FST, and (F) myogenin. The data are ranged from the highest ratio to 
the lowest, ranked independently for each growth factor. Grey boxes indicate areas of relatively 
equal levels (< 4-fold difference) of BG and PS expression.  
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3.2 Myogenin Expression  

Regardless of how narrow the arbitrary bounds are drawn, it is clear that the ratios 

of BG/PS myogenin mRNA for many fish were well outside the range seen with the other 

growth factors (Fig. 3F). Approximately 2/3 of the HY (n=15) showed similar expression 

of both paternal and maternal genes. The remaining 1/3 HY showed either a low (n=10) 

or high (n=5) expression of the paternal relative to the maternal allele. One possibility 

that I was able to eliminate is that these results were due to a polymorphism in the 

regions encoded by my primers. In other words, if the sequence being targeted by primers 

for BG alleles differed between each other, the observed differences could be attributed 

to primer mismatches. However, my sequencing efforts showed that select individuals 

from the groups did not differ in sequences over which primers bound. Thus, the results 

were not due to an error in Q-PCR amplification efficiencies between alleles. 

To get a better understanding of whether the numerator or denominator is driving 

these anomalous ratios, I looked at myogenin levels relative to a housekeeping gene, β-

actin. It became clear that the relative levels of myogenin mRNA were much more 

variable than were those seen in other growth factors, when expressed relative to β-actin. 

(Fig. 5). For example, MyoD mRNA ranged from 8.4 x 10-6 to 9.4 x 10-4 for maternal and 

1.6 x 10-6 to 9.4 x 10-4 for paternal genes, a 100-fold range for both genes. Conversely, 

myogenin expression (relative to β-actin) was much more variable, spanning four orders 

of magnitude. Thus, it is difficult to determine whether paternal or maternal genes are 

driving anomalous ratios when both are inherently variable. However, the pattern 

becomes more clear when I partition into groups corresponding to expression ratios.  
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Relative mRNA abundance for (A) MyoD1, (B) IGF2, (C) IGFBP5, (D) MEF2, (E) FST, 
and (F) myogenin. Each graph is standardized based on the average BG mRNA 
abundance. (A) 3.6 x 10-4 (B) 4.0 x 10-5 (C) 5.4 x 10-5 2.3 x 10-5 (D) 7.0 x 10-6 (F) 3.0 x 
10-5. n=26 for each MRF. Data were analyzed with paired t-tests. The differences 
between BG and PS were not significant (p>0.05) for all genes. Error bars depict SD.  

 

Figure 5. Expression of BG (blue) and PS (orange) MRFs relative to β-actin in HY. 
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Due to the high variability in BG compared to PS myogenin expression (Fig. 5), 

the data suggest that variation in the paternal allele is predominantly driving this ratio.  

The levels of PS mRNA relative to β-actin varied between 2.5 x 10-6 to 9.6 x 10-5, 

constituting a 10-fold range, similar to that seen with other growth factors. In contrast, 

BG myogenin (relative to β-actin) varied from 6.8 x 10-8 to 1.8 x 10-4. Thus, the HY are 

separated into groups to examine this ratio further.    

 
Figure 6. Expression of paternal and maternal myogenin relative to β-actin in HY. 
(A) Relative mRNA abundance for HY with equal (left), low (middle), and high (right) 
paternal: maternal myogenin. Each value is standardized based on the average BG mRNA 
abundance in equal 3.56 x 10-5. Error bars depict SD. (B) Ratios of BG and PS expression 
for HY for the high, equal, and low groups. Line represents 1:1 ratio of BG and PS.  
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If I remove from the pooled data the individuals with anomalously low ratios of 

BG:PS myogenin mRNA, it is apparent that the ratio is being driven by low BG rather 

than high PS expression. In Figure 6A, the average BG and PS myogenin levels are 

standardized based on the average BG myogenin for the equal group. For the low group, 

average paternal expression is clearly lower than maternal expression.  

It is a bit less clear when considering the basis of the anomalously high ratios of 

paternal to maternal. In these fish, both genes were expressed at very low levels (Fig. 

6B), a situation that is prone to generation of unreliable ratios. Whether there is a true 

genetic basis underlying this phenotype, or whether it is an artifact of low overall 

expression remains uncertain. Possible mechanistic explanations for this pattern will be 

discussed later. 

3.3 Myogenin Sequence 

My sequencing of the ORF showed no differences between BG individuals in the 

regions that were amplified to assess mRNA levels. Thus, to identify allelic variation, I 

needed to sequence regions outside the conserved ORF that could be linked to expression 

patterns. When I began this work, I expected that genes from HY with low expression for 

the BG gene would possess BG alleles that had promoter anomalies, such as major 

insertions or deletions. Thus, I needed to sequence the proximal promoters of BG to 

determine if there were differences that might explain the expression patterns. I created 

BG-specific primers that would allow me to obtain a portion of the myogenin sequence 

that included part of the promoter, the 5’ UTR, and part of the coding region (Fig. 7).2 

                                                
2 The work on the UTR and proximal promoter was performed by Dr. Zhilin Chen. I have 
not included the sequencing in my thesis, but the information is included in Appendix 1.  
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The promoter (grey), 5’ untranslated region (underlined), ATG start codon (yellow) and 
coding region (bold) are included in this image of BG myogenin. The primers used for Q-
PCR are shown in blue. The region compared between individuals for allele 
determination is flanked by the forward primer (green) and reverse primer (lower case). 

 
The process of genotyping HY was simplified by the inherent differences between 

BG and PS sequences (Fig. 8). The most useful difference between species was a PS-

specific 20 bp CA repeat region that resulted in PCR products that were longer in PS. As 

a result, I was able to amplify BG specific promoter regions from HY, verifying their 

identity based upon the absence of the diagnostic insert seen in PS. Through this, I 

identified a small number of polymorphisms within the BG allele that allowed me to 

categorize the various sequences into versions of BG myogenin.   

Figure 7. The coding and non-coding regions of the BG myogenin gene. 
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Figure 8. An alignment of BG and PS myogenin sequences. 
The alignment shown here compares BG and PS sequences spanning nucleotide -615 to 
+170. There were single nucleotide differences between species that permitted the 
development of species-specific primers. Black boxes identify the regions that were used 
to amplify maternal and paternal genes. The 5’ UTR (grey) and start codon (yellow) are 
highlighted. The 22bp insert (-475 to -453) in all PS individuals served as a diagnostic 
marker for distinguishing between amplicons from PS and BG DNA. 
 

Based upon my sequencing efforts in both HY and BG, I was able to identify four 

alleles of the BG myogenin gene (Fig. 9). With such few sequence variations, it is 

difficult to construct a robust phylogenetic tree for the gene.  However, alleles A1 and A2 

were most similar, differing in only one nucleotide. A3 was identical to A2, except for 

the deletion of two nucleotides. A4 was not similar to any of the other three alleles. 
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(A) 

(B) Allele Type Base Pair Differences 

A1 TA/C//T 

A2 TA/C//C 

A3 XX/C//C 

A4 CA/A//C 

Figure 9. Sequence analysis of the four BG myogenin alleles. 

(A) An alignment of the four BG myogenin alleles highlights the SNPs (blue) that 
differentiate them. The 5’ untranslated region (grey) spans from 448 to 532 nucleotides 
and ends at the ATG start codon (yellow). (B) A1 and A2 differ by only one SNP, which 
makes them the most similar of the four alleles. A3 is more similar with A2 than A1 or 
A4. A4 differs the most from the remaining alleles. 

3.4 Allelic Distribution 

When I first began this work, I expected that the HY that had low BG expression 

would possess alleles that were obviously defective in their proximal control regions, 

perhaps with large insertions or deletions. However, the differences between alleles were 

more subtle. While it is possible that the alleles differ somewhere far upstream in a way 
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that might explain expression patterns, I was not able to identify the mechanism 

responsible for low expression. Instead I relied upon allelic frequencies in the different 

groups as a means to show a genetic basis for the expression patterns.  

The first observation of interest was the frequency of the alleles in the broader BG 

population. I found that the relative contributions of A1, A2, A3, and A4 were 10, 11, 19, 

and 34 out of 74 haplotypes, respectively (Fig. 10). When I compare this to the HY gene 

pool, the gene frequencies differed only subtly: A1 13%, A2 27%, A3 13%, A4 47% 

(Fig. 10). However, the patterns within HY differed greatly when the individuals were 

separated based upon expression patterns.  

I separated them into two groups based on their myogenin expression profiles: low 

vs high or equal. Again, the equal range was based on the observation that BG:PS 

expression varied by less than 4-fold for 95% of HY for the other growth regulatory 

factors (Fig. 10). The high and low groups were made with the remaining HY outside of 

this range. The allelic distribution within these groups provides a means for exploring the 

genetic basis of this unique paternal: maternal myogenin expression seen in HY. 

The allelic distribution of paternal myogenin in HY differed greatly between the 

groups. HY with high/ equal myogenin expression predominantly contained A2 (40.0%) 

whereas those with low myogenin expression predominantly contained A4 (90.0%). 

When A1 and A2 are combined, both of which contain “TA” in their sequence, they 

account for 60% of the BG allele in HY with high/ equal myogenin levels. This is in 

contrast to A3 and A4, which do not contain “TA”, and appear to be commonly present in 

individuals with low paternal myogenin expression.  
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Figure 10. Allelic distribution of BG myogenin. 
The relative gene frequencies of A1, A2, A3, and A4 for myogenin in BG (n=37), HY 
(n=30), high & equal HY (n=20), and low HY (n=10). PCR products were obtained using 
BG-specific primers. 

 
In HY, I was able to compare expression between paternal and maternal versions 

to isolate one allele. This provided me with information on the differences in allele 

expression independent of the overall expression level of myogenin. However, the 

presence of two BG myogenin alleles in BG added greater complexity to this analysis. 

Based on the allelic distribution of paternal myogenin in HY, one would expect that BG 

homozygous for A3, or A4, or heterozygous for A3 and A4 would demonstrate low 

myogenin expression levels. Conversely, BG heterozygous or homozygous for A1 or A2 

would demonstrate high or equal myogenin expression levels. The expectations for those 

heterozygous with A1 or A2 and A3 or A4 would presumably be intermediate.  

There was more than 1,000-fold difference between the highest and lowest 

myogenin levels in BG. Based on the pattern observed in HY (Fig. 11A) one would 

expect a similar distribution of alleles associated with this broad range of expression in 
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BG. However, what I found (Fig. 11B) was that the genotypes for BG did not 

demonstrate the same pattern as HY. The distribution of allele types varied independently 

of the expression level. These results do not align with my initial prediction that the BG 

genotype would be a predictor of expression levels. 

 
Figure 11. Allelic distribution of myogenin arranged in order of decreasing 
expression. 

Allelic distribution of the BG myogenin gene in (A) HY (n=24) and their expression 
relative to the PS allele and (B) BG (n=11) and their expression relative to β-actin.   
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Chapter 4 Discussion 

4.1 Overview 

 Hybrid bluegill-pumpkinseed sunfish are a novel model for exploring the 

interactions between life history and the factors that regulate body size and growth. They 

have been shown to possess unusual patterns of inheritance of metabolic traits (Davies et 

al., 2012; Mathers et al., 2014), but have not been studied in the context of growth 

patterns. I began this work intending to explore growth regulatory factor expression in 

HY in the context of heterosis, or hybrid vigor. The variability in gene expression 

precluded comparison of absolute levels of transcription factors between groups and led 

me to study these factors in another context: maternal and paternal gene expression. 

While much of the analyses turned out as expected (i.e. no maternal or paternal bias), I 

was surprised to find a unique pattern with BG myogenin. In brief, I found four myogenin 

alleles in the BG population in Lake Opinicon, and that these alleles were linked to 

differential paternal myogenin expression in hybrids, which may provide insight into the 

genetic determinants of alternative mating strategies in BG.  

4.2 Growth Regulatory Factor Expression and Body Size 

This work began asking the simple question: Are hybrid sunfish bigger than 

parentals because they have higher expression of one or more of the growth factors that 

promote muscle growth? To assess this, I needed to secure enough sequence information 

to ensure that my real time PCR primers would effectively measure the levels of 

transcripts in BG, PS, and HY, as well as assess the impact of body size on these patterns.  
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I had expected that patterns for mRNA of any specific growth factor would 

change in a predictable way with body size. The simplest prediction would be that as 

animals got larger, they would have higher levels of mRNA for growth promoting 

factors. An alternative prediction would be that as animals grow, their relative (mass-

specific) grow rates (i.e., change in mass per unit body mass) would decrease, with 

growth factor transcript levels changing in parallel. However, myogenic factors play their 

main roles in early development and, later in life, in repair and remodeling of muscle in 

response to changes in activity.  

My earliest results (Fig. 12) showed that growth factor mRNA levels differed 

widely, but there was no obvious correlation with body mass (Soon-Shiong, 2015). In 

retrospect, one experimental decision that complicated my study was a failure to 

standardize the duration between collection and euthanasia. If myogenesis in an adult fish 

is a response to muscle damage, it stands to reason that it may become activated after 

capture as a mechanism to initiate repair pathways. Thus, the variability in the mRNA 

levels between individuals was likely due in part to unknown delays between sampling 

and processing of each fish.  

In a more recent sampling trip, I took care to euthanize fish immediately upon 

capture, and found the myogenin mRNA levels were almost 10-fold lower than any I had 

seen in my previous samples. I note that any species-specific differences in expression 

should have been evident regardless of the delay, although the total levels of transcript 

would be affected. With a different approach to sampling conditions, it would be possible 

to design an experiment to assess mass-specific effects on growth factor mRNA in future 

studies.   
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Figure 12. Relationship between body size and myogenin expression. 
The correlation is not significant (p>0.05) between mass (g) and (A) BG myogenin in BG 
(blue, r=0.46, n=11) or HY (green, r=0.12, n=26). The correlation is also not significant 
between mass and (B) PS myogenin in PS (orange, r=-0.17, n=16) or HY (green, r=0.04, 
n=26). Expression levels are presented relative to β-actin (Soon-Shiong, 2015). 
 

Likewise, if I had been able to assess how GF mRNA varied with body mass in 

parentals, I would have been able to ask if the patterns were different in HY. One 

prediction might be that because HY grow larger, they also grow faster; thus I would 
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expect HY to express more growth promoting factors when compared to a parental of the 

same size. Just as variability thwarted my efforts to study a size effect in parentals, I was 

unable to test if HY had generally higher levels of growth promoting factors than did 

parentals. Future studies could be done to address this hypothesis, but it would also be 

important to distinguish between size and growth rate. A HY and BG may be the same 

size, but at different ages. Thus patterns may be reflected in relation to growth rate rather 

than size per se. In any case, it became evident that the differences in the mRNA for the 

various growth regulatory factors were likely due to experimental issues, and I was not 

able to address any of the hypotheses relating growth, size, and growth factor expression. 

4.3 Genetic Basis for Biases in Parental Gene Expression in Hybrids 

In collecting the sequences for the various growth factors, my emphasis was on 

creating primers that would equally amplify both BG and PS, such that the genotype(s) 

would not affect the results. I was interested in determining total growth factor mRNA 

and unconcerned about whether it came from maternal or paternal alleles. In combination 

with this specific choice to “lump” all the species together, my sequence analyses also 

identified opportunities for other questions. Despite broad similarity in the ORF for 

growth factors of BG and PS, there were enough differences to permit development of 

species-specific primers, which would enable me to examine maternal and paternal 

expression in HY.  

My expectation, framed as the null hypothesis, was that HY would show no 

biases in parental expression of the various growth regulatory factors. This was the 

pattern that I observed for the expression profiles of MyoD1, IGF2, IGFBP5, FST, and 

MEF2 (Fig. 4A-E). Thus, despite likely differences in promoters between BG and PS 
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paralogs, there were no obvious differences in maternal and paternal expression. A much 

more interesting pattern was seen with myogenin expression (Fig. 4F): the paternal allele 

demonstrated extremely variable expression relative to the maternal allele. The pattern of 

expression seen in myogenin in HY is intriguing from the perspective of molecular 

genetics and evolutionary genetics (including the origins of ARS). I will consider my data 

from each perspective. 

4.3.1 Molecular Genetics of Low Myogenin Expression 

With my initial focus on growth, I considered the possibility that the heterosis 

seen in HY could result from defects in epigenetic regulation. For example, it might have 

been that HY were larger because the hybridization disrupted the silencing of a maternal 

or paternal growth-promoting gene. This phenomenon, called genomic imprinting has 

been studied in many models (Vrana et al., 1998; Shi et al., 2004). For example, paternal 

imprinting of growth-promoting genes occurs in two parental rodent species but there is 

widespread disruption of imprinting in their hybrids (Vrana et al., 1998). 

 The evolutionary explanation for this phenomenon is that it is an example of 

sexual conflict. It is in the mother’s interest to limit early growth to a rate that can be 

managed without endangering her own health. However, it is in the father’s interest to 

have the offspring grow at the fastest rates possible (McGowan & Martin, 1997; 

McKarney et al., 1997). This ultimate mechanism is most easily rationalized in animals 

with vivipary, but the same mechanisms seem to operate in other animals and plants as a 

means of regulating growth rate (Josefsson et al., 2006; Autran et al., 2011; Chen, 2013). 

Initially, the potential for parent-specific silencing motivated me to explore the 

differential expression of maternal and paternal growth regulatory factors. However, I did 
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not conduct controlled crosses of the parental species for my thesis, thus I was unable to 

determine whether imprinting occurs in BG and PS to compare this with HY. 

Although these questions have not been asked in fish models to date, there is 

precedence for parent-of-origin specific MRF expression in mammals. In mouse stem 

cells, expression was more abundant for myogenin and Mrf4 in androgenetic compared to 

parthenogenetic or control cells. This implies that imprinting occurs for MRFs involved 

in terminal differentiation. In contrast, Myf5 and MyoD1 did not demonstrate the same 

pattern (McKarney et al., 1997). The genes chosen for my thesis cover a broad range of 

functions related to body growth. With only one of six factors (myogenin) presenting this 

pattern, I am unable to speculate whether this is related to its role in differentiation. 

Analyzing Mrf4 expression would augment my results because of its overlapping 

function with myogenin. MEF2, which promotes binding of myogenin to muscle-specific 

genes, demonstrates similar expression to the others genes (Fig. 4). However, it’s 

functional throughout myogenesis and does not specifically act on myogenin.   

Besides the possibility of parent-specific silencing, a more likely mechanism may 

be that these BG alleles possess a disrupted promoter. I obtained further upstream 

sequence because the genetic basis for differential expression would most likely be found 

in the promoter and 5’ UTR where activators bind and transcription begins. According to 

the allelic distribution in HY (Fig. 10), there appears to be a relationship between allele 

type and low myogenin expression. Thus, the reduced expression of myogenin may be 

due, in part, to an abnormality in the promoter region of the gene (Fig. 8). Although I 

sequenced about 580 bp of the proximal promoter, more distal regions certainly play a 

role in control of gene expression. Thus, future studies could derive more 5’ sequence 
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and test the promoters side by side in a common background. This would permit the 

assessment of the effects of sequence differences between the four alleles. In the 

meantime, I base my analysis from the sequence that I obtained for the present study. 

There are several SNPs that distinguish the four myogenin alleles; therefore, it is 

important to identify which difference holds biological significance. All of the HY 

individuls that demonstrate low levels of paternal myogenin mRNA (n=10) possess BG 

myogenin alleles A3 or A4, whereas the HY that show normal or high levels (n=15) 

represent a distribution of all four alleles. The differences between A1/ A2 and A3/ A4 

include a ‘TA’ in the promoter and two T/C SNPs in the 5’ UTR (Fig. 9). Although there 

appears to be a relationship between the lack of a ‘TA’ in the promoter (i.e. possessing 

A3/ A4) and low myogenin expression, this does not suggest a causative role between 

allele type and expression. There are still some HY that lack the ‘TA’ while 

demonstrating normal or high paternal myogenin (Fig. 10), which implies that other 

factors make up for the patterns seen in these individuals. Furthermore, my results are 

limited because they do not take into account the whole promoter. Thus, this relationship 

may be representative of other sequence differences located further upstream. 

Transcription is predominantly regulated by key promoter binding sites. In 

zebrafish, there are two E-box sites (CAnnTG) as well as an MEF2 (TATATTT) and 

MEF3 (TCAGGTTT) recognition site in the myogenin promoter (Du et al., 2003). These 

sites have also been established in mouse myogenin, suggesting that these regions are 

highly conserved between species (Edmondson et al., 1992; Spitz et al., 1998). Neither 

the E-box site in BG myogenin (CAGTTG) nor the MEF sites are situated near the SNPs 

that differentiate the four alleles (Fig. 9). Therefore, the upstream genetic differences 
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presented in my study do not influence myogenin expression level by affecting 

transcription factor binding.  

It is also possible that the promoters have sequence differences that influence the 

ability of the promoter to be regulated through epigenetic modification. For example, 

alleles A3 and A4 may possess sequence differences that increase the likelihood of being 

silenced through changes in methylation. If this were the case, then analysis of the entire 

promoter sequence would permit me to assess the methylation status of the various 

orthologs and alleles in HY and parentals. Promoter methylation typically occurs in CpG 

islands, which are also often the location of the transcription start site. Although there are 

no CpG islands in the downstream region of the promoter (Fig. 8), there are differences 

near C/A-rich regions, which is where non-CpG methylation often occurs (Ichiyanagi et 

al., 2013; Kulis et al., 2015). The ‘TA’ in A1/ A2 puts an end to the long string of ‘CA’ 

repeats seen in A4 (Fig. 9). Thus, it is possible that the ‘TA’ also disrupts methylation at 

this C/A-rich site, which interferes with methylation of the A1/ A2 promoter.  

While most methylation research focuses on the promoter region, it is also 

important that the 5’ UTR region is not overlooked. It has been shown that methylation of 

the 5’ UTR of myogenin decreases dramatically during muscle differentiation (Lucarelli, 

2001). Furthermore, demethylation of 5’ UTRs may have a priming effect on the 

spreading of active demethylation further upstream (Fuso et al., 2010). The T/C SNPs at 

the start of the 5’ UTR may be important in the relationship between myogenin allele and 

expression (Fig. 8). 

It is possible that these four alleles differ in their expression patterns because of 

their propensity to bind transcription factors or become methylated. Both outcomes alter 
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the gene’s ability to bind DNA polymerase and be transcribed. Although it is possible 

that the biologically significant differences are further upstream than the sequence 

examined in my thesis, there are several SNPs that are shared between A1 and A2 that 

could be of importance.  

4.3.2. Evolutionary Genetics and the Origins of Alternate Reproductive Strategies 

Although my original questions related to the growth dynamics of hybrids, the 

unusual low expression of a growth-promoting factor in a subset is unlikely to explain 

heterosis. Since the overall low expression of myogenin appears to be the result of 

reduced paternal expression, my findings may, rather, speak to the genetics of the fathers 

and the genetic basis of the alternate reproductive strategies (ARS). I will address the 

potential ramifications of these observations through a series of questions. 

1. Is there a relationship between allele frequencies and low paternal myogenin 

expression in HY? As discussed previously, the low expression of the paternal (BG) 

myogenin gene was seen in about half of the HY. The fish with low expression possessed 

only A3 or A4 alleles of myogenin. Thus, it seems reasonable to conclude that there is 

some link between the genetics (A3/A4 paternal allele) and the transcriptional phenotype 

(low myogenin expression). Although none of the individuals with low paternal 

expression possess A1 or A2 alleles, some of the individuals with equal expression did 

possess A3 or A4 alleles, suggesting that the underlying mechanism is not simple.  

2. What does the pattern say about the genotypes of the BG fathers? Sneaker and 

satellite males are small in body size, yet reproductively mature. It is possible that the 

possession of a low expression allele of myogenin contributes to the slow growth and 

early maturation of the BG fathers that undertake cuckolding behaviour. Since about half 
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of the HY showed the low myogenin expression patterns, it is reasonable to propose that 

this is consistent with heterozygous fathers. In other words, satellites and sneakers are 

collectively heterozygous for either A3 or A4 alleles of myogenin. Alternatively, it is 

possible that this reflects the balance between satellites and sneakers, which in turn differ 

in their allele frequencies. For example, the smaller sneakers could be homozygous for 

A3/A4, and larger satellites heterozygous for A3/A4. The overall ratio of allele frequency 

in HY would then be a reflection of the success of sneaker versus satellite fathers. These 

possibilities have not been addressed experimentally but would be worth exploring 

because it would provide insight into the distinctions between sneaker and satellites, 

which to this point have not been shown to have a genetic basis (Neff & Svensson, 2013).  

3. Does the presence of A3/A4 alleles contribute to a small body size? Despite the 

differences in allele frequencies in HY fathers and the BG population, I have not shown 

that the low myogenin alleles exert any effect on body size. It is not known if this 

genotype causes the small-bodied phenotype but adoption of ARS could also be 

addressed experimentally. If the small bodiedness of sneakers and satellites is due to 

heterozygosity, then I would predict that this genotype would be rare in adult BG, and if 

it occurs, it might only be seen in adult females. In my analyses, almost half of the large 

parental fish possessed only A3 or A4 alleles, however, I did not determine sex at the 

time of sampling. Moreover, the genetics of sex determination in BG remains unclear. It 

appears that BG sex determination is at least partially environmentally determined (Wang 

et al. 2014). Interestingly there also appears to be a strong skew in sex ratios of hybrid 

sunfish (Bartley et al., 2001; Brunson & Robinette, 1987; Childers, 1967; Childers & 
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Bennett, 1961; Ellison & Heidinger, 1976; Laarman, 1979). The relationship between the 

myogenin phenotype and the sex phenotype of the hybrids is also uncertain at this point.  

4.4 Summary and Future Directions 

My thesis research began as an effort to identify the genetic basis of heterosis in 

hybrid sunfish, although some experimental choices made this difficult. First, the high 

variability of growth factor expression made it impossible to sort out correlations with the 

genetic regulator of muscle growth and body size. Given my most recent sampling, I 

attribute this to an unexpected effect of time-since-capture on expression patterns of the 

genes involved in muscle maintenance. When fish are acutely sampled immediately after 

capture, they have vanishingly low levels of, at least, myogenin. Thus, it seems likely that 

any natural variability in growth factor expression was exacerbated by unknown delays 

between capture and sampling. Thus, future studies exploring the propensity of these 

genes to be expressed should employ a standard delay between capture and sampling. 

Furthermore, it would also be a worthwhile question to assess how exercise intensity 

influences expression of the repair pathways, as suggested by my myogenin results. If 

these are indeed recruited primarily as repair, then it is also likely that the intensity of 

activity during capture would also affect the expression of genes that promote repair. 

 If HY heterosis was indeed due to differential growth factor expression, then I 

would want to distinguish between body size and growth rate. This could be done by 

measuring mass and morphometrics, as well as age, as determined by a technique such as 

otolith analyses (Chambers & Miller, 1995). By grouping individuals based on body size 

and comparing the levels of combined paternal and maternal transcription factors, I could 

determine whether a relationship exists.  
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 I found that myogenin stood alone amongst the growth factors I studied in 

exhibiting differential expression patterns in HY in a manner that seems connected to the 

allele frequency of the myogenin gene. This observation has broad ramifications for both 

the development of BG and the genetic basis of alternative reproductive strategies.  

To assess if alleles A3 and A4 cause the small body phenotype seen in sneakers 

and satellites, I would have to observe fish in a natural setting to distinguish between 

reproductive strategies, and then capture them to conduct genotype analyses. I would 

want to distinguish between two alternative explanations for the allele frequencies seen in 

HY: whether sneakers and satellites have the same or different degree of heterozygosity 

in A3/A4 vs A1/A2. This could be extended further to make predictions about functional 

consequences; since myogenin is important for hypertrophic growth of muscle tissue, 

measuring the mosaic of muscle fibre tissue for BG with different life history strategies 

could provide a physiological outcome of these results.  

To assess if the A3/A4 alleles have effects on growth of parentals, I would need to 

sample to assess both size and sex. As discussed previously, if A3/A4 heterozygosity is 

seen in the male sneakers and satellites, one would predict that this genotype would be 

seen only in females of the large-bodied population. About half of the BG sampled 

possessed only A3 or A4 alleles, but the sex was not determined. 

Collectively, my observations present an expression pattern of myogenin that 

appears to have a genetic basis in the promoter region. Considering this work in 

combination with previous literature and further analysis of allele distributions in 

satellites/ sneakers could provide insight on the development of life history strategies in 

BG.   
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Appendix 

 
Table 3. Primers used for 5' RAGE. 

1st Long Range 
PCR 

P-1 CCCTCATTGTGGCTGCTCTG 

2nd Long Range 
PCR 

Q17 GTAGAGGACTCGAGCTCATACACCAGT 
GAGCAGAGTGATTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTT 

 P-2 TTCCTCTTGCACAGCTTACAG 
 Qouter GTAGAGGACTCGAGCTCA 

3rd Long Range 
PCR 

Qinner TACACCAGTGAGCAGAGTGA 

 P-3 GGCTCGGAGTGAGGCGAC   
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Figure 13. The published sequences for follistatin in five species that are closely 
related to Lepomis (tilapia, stickleback, takifugu, medaka, and platyfish). 
Primers (purple arrows) used to sequence follistatin in BG and PS were designed based 
on the highly conserved regions (red).  
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Figure 14. The sequences for follistatin in two samples of BG and PS. 

Species-specific primers (green arrows) were designed in regions with SNPs that would 
differentiate between BG and PS.  
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Figure 15. Part of the published myogenin sequence for three species that are closely 
related to Lepomis aligned with the BG and PS sequences obtained from my thesis. 

Primers (purple arrows) were used to sequence the BG and PS myogenin sequences. 
Species-specific primers (green arrows) were designed within the exon region (yellow) 
based on differences between BG and PS. 
 


